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The lead vocalist for Tank and the Bangas has published her first poetry collection and will perform at the Birchmere this weekend.

Tarriona ‘Tank’ Ball is back on tour -- as a poet
Henry David Thoreau From 1837 to 1861, Thoreau kept a Journal that began as a conventional record of ideas, grew into a writer's notebook, and
eventually became ... The Journal reflects his reading, ...

Henry D. Thoreau
The Kobo Elipsa is a strange experiment: a hybrid eReader and smart notebook that attempts to ... A hybrid E Ink reader and writer. $599.95 Great eReader
and great size. Input lag makes the ...

The Kobo Elipsa Proves You Can’t Do Everything At Once
Kobo goes big with the Elipsa ($399), a 10.3-inch ebook reader as ... math formulas. Notebooks are endless. There is always one more page available than
the one you're writing on; tap on the ...

Kobo Elipsa
Sasha started writing something on the notebook ... worked closely, reading over each other’s efforts and refining sentences along the way. “We’re kind of
like beta readers for each other ...

For twin authors Sarena and Sasha Nanua, YA fantasy novels are a family affair
A longtime New Yorker staff writer and the author of several books ... and compelled even those who disliked her to keep reading. Reviewing a 2013
anthology of her work, “Forty-One False ...

Janet Malcolm, New Yorker writer who challenged subjects, dies at 86
I’m writing from an e-book reader that you can use for writing as well as for reading. The e-reader/writer ... much of this review in the Elipsa’s notebook
app, converted it to text and ...

Reading, writing and writhmetic on Kobo’s Elipsa
Janet Malcolm wrote a profile of the artist David Salle that takes an unusual form and is one of the few works of nonfiction published in The New ...

Janet Malcolm’s Subtle Comedy
The slim volume, geared for young readers and adults alike ... is that I think I learned the most about writing by reading the writers that I loved. What they
wrote is what taught me the most.

‘A Series of Unfortunate Events’ Daniel Handler, aka Lemony Snicket, has ‘Poison for Breakfast’
The writing style was jarring and none of the characters were likable in the least. I rolled through the first 150 or so pages wondering if I was reading ...
guess when the reader might be ...
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Margaret's Library: That book about 'Anxious People' in an apartment
And he calls the book a nudge and a guide to help readers find ... The role of reading. Connecting. The power of small acts. “I just started filling a notebook
up with the basic building blocks ...

Cindy Lange-Kubick: Celebrating Civic Saturday with a book to bring us all to the table
He settled in a mining-era Victorian on North Street in the West End a few ... Cirillo said Salter used to joke that the Writers’ Foundation — now known as
Aspen Words — wouldn’t host him for a ...

James Salter’s Aspen
He had stayed up late the previous night writing a speech to give during the five minutes he was allotted to address shareholders, scribbling in longhand in a
spiral notebook. He was hearing from ...

The Little Hedge Fund Taking Down Big Oil
Weston framed the need for such chips a security concern, writing "it’s been rare to get through a day without reading an account ... Good luck, dear
readers! If you're curious, the TPM uses ...

Windows 11 won’t work on your PC without a TPM — how to check
And he’d had big notebooks. He tried writing a conventional novel based ... This is a little bit touchy, but one thing I was thinking about reading the book
is, today we don’t culturally ...

The Freeing of the American Mind
Today, our digital lives leave us less time to hang with our best writers. Americans invest a modest 16 minutes a day, on average, in reading for ... every
Hemingway reader seems to know: that ...

A message from Hemingway for our nuance-challenged times
A longtime New Yorker staff writer and the author of several books ... and compelled even those who disliked her to keep reading. Reviewing a 2013
anthology of her work, “Forty-One False ...

Janet Malcolm, provocative author-journalist, dies at 86
I keep a lot of notebooks and the songs ... I wrote “Starshine” after a Tarot reading with my great aunt/godmother. She’s a professional Tarot reader. I was
in a really dark place at the ...
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